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Michael Wigington

Michael lives in Texas amongst the pine trees and is married to
his wonderful bride, Kara. Between them they have four kids
and three grandchildren.
A self-published author of three books, so far, Michael gets
inspiration from great authors like J. R. R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis,
Robert Jordan and Bernard Cornwell. He loves classic
literature and especially fantasy and mythology genres. He
believes nothing is more rewarding than reading a pageturning novel packed with adventure where characters become
your best friends and heroes, and you hate to leave them when
you reach the last page.
Visit Michael at his website, fantasyinmyveins.com.
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Conference Speakers include:
Joe Lansdale: "Writing Like Everyone You Know is Dead"
Kathryn McClatchy: "Authors, Update Your Social Media Practice"
Caleb Pirtle: "The Art of Turning Genre Fiction into Literary Fiction"
Tex Thompson: "Editing Like a Boss"

TICKETS AVAILABLE SOON!
Regular Admission: $75
Member Admission: $65
Students: $25

Early Bird Registration (Before July 1st) $10 off!!!
Tickets can be purchased through the East Texas Writers Guild website, www.etwritersguild.org.
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Read to Learn
By Lydia Holley

Read.

That’s the advice given to writers. And it is good advice. However, it should probably be followed
by a few qualifiers.
Read bestsellers.
Although sometimes you find a bestseller which is not written well, most of the time they
are. But don’t just read bestsellers. STUDY them. What is the story? Can you outline it? How does
the author describe the characters? Does the author have an authentic voice? Is the book mostly
action or a character study? How much time does the author spend on scene setting?
Read in your genre.
It’s not enough to read bestsellers. Because the readers’ expectations will differ based upon
genres. Do you have less or more scene setting in your genre? More or less character
internalization? What is common or expected in your genre?
Read books printed within the past few years.
The classics are classic. But if you want to write, you have to keep up with the way readers
want to be told a story nowadays. In Self-Editing for Fiction Writers: How to edit yourself into print
by Renni Browne and Dave King, they explain that, while “Henry James wrote at least one entire
novel composed largely of narrative summary”, today, “thanks to the influence of movies and
television, readers today have become accustomed to seeing a story as a series of immediate
scenes.” Tastes change. You probably wouldn’t put an avocado-colored refrigerator in your kitchen
these days, either. At least, not with burnt-orange accessories. But you might use the same floorplan
as that 1960s classic.
So, yes, read. But while you’re at it, learn.
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Always a Bridesmaid, Never a Bride:
Rejection as a Writer
By Ceclie Kinman
What is the meaning of always a bridesmaid and never a bride? In a larger sense, it means
not meeting a goal, but not particularly because of a fault of your own. Our goal as writers is to
be published, but being published is like finding a husband, it’s not as straightforward as one
hopes.
You might think that if you just put yourself out there that the right man will just come along,
but does he? Rarely. Why is that? Am I not pretty enough? Not smart? Not funny?
You might have a beautiful story and though well-written prose will certainly attract the
attention of editors, it doesn’t guarantee publication. The decisions of editors on whether they
accept manuscripts sometimes depend on unaccountable and non-concrete reasons. So, say
your work is rejected, but it’s clear to everyone who reads it that it’s a great story, does that
mean your friends are lying? No, it’s possible that the editor, though he also thinks your story
is great, just couldn’t bring himself to accept it, so he sent out a form rejection and moved on.
Have you ever met someone that you liked, but after you get their number you don’t bother to
follow up with them? Sometimes- probably more often then we’d like to think- people make
decisions based on arbitrary factors which no one but themselves can know. Editors included,
they have no strict evaluation system when it comes to the quality of a manuscript, they mostly
play it by ear.
When I started submitting short story manuscripts, I was naive enough to think that I might be
published on the first go. I thought my story was as good, if not better than, most of what the
journal had published previously, but surprise, surprise, I was rejected.
I contemplated the meaning of this rejection for a while, occasionally getting into arguments
with myself about the worth of my work, especially in regards to the worth of my work
compared to others the journal had published. I argued with myself until I said finally, it doesn’t
matter.
You can never know why an editor rejects you unless they tell you, so don’t waste your mental
energy trying to figure it out. Yes, look over your manuscript and try to see what you can make
better, but don’t agonize over it. One of the best things a writer can learn is not to take
rejection personally.
Sure, you’re not a bride yet, but have faith that one day the right editor will find you, and in the
meantime keep working on being the best writer you possibly can be.
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Michael Lazarine announces the release of his first novel, The Hunted: The Road to Revenge. It
is available through Amazon as a paperback and e-book.
The book is about a girl who, after watching her mother get brutally murdered, was forced into
a sex trafficking ring in Mexico. Rescued by a man named Shane, she was raised as his own.
Although she is comforted by Shane, she longs for revenge.
How do you hunt down a man you haven’t seen in over ten years and you don’t know his
name? Read about it in The Hunted.
Michael lives in Lindale with his wife, Holly. He has served his community for over twenty
years with the local police department. When he is not at work or writing, he enjoys catching a
good movie, target shooting, and spending time with his family.
Michael has recently joined East Texas Writers Guild. He has offered his expertise to any
Guild member needing information on Law Enforcement for a book they are writing.
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Optional Beginnings
(Which might be just right for your story!)
By Lydia Holley
According to Jeff Gerke, author of Write Your Novel in a Month: how to complete a first draft in
30 days and what to do next, there are four story structures outside of the usual jumping in
and following the main character as he goes through the story, which is how most stories
begin. (Chronological structure)
The first is the prologue beginning. Writers are usually advised to label their prologues as
Chapter 1 since it’s often said that many readers tend to skip the prologue. I ran into an author
who was writing a story with a prologue even though she admitted she always skipped them
when reading other books! Still, Gerke (who uses movies as examples) lists Game of Thrones,
Ghostbusters, Mulan, and Pirates of the Caribbean as stories which all start with prologues.
(He’s pro-prologue even though he admits many in the business are not.) If you decide to
begin with a prologue, make certain it’s compelling reading. No info dumping. And that it fits in
with the rest of the novel’s overall tone.
Second is the hero action beginning. Is your character already a hero? You may want to let
the reader know that right off by showing him in action, like the beginning of most of the
James Bond movies and Raiders of the Lost Ark. I remember going to see Raiders when it first
opened on the screen. It got—and held—my attention from the first second. But that’s the
key—keeping that same action/tension throughout. If your character turns into a hero but is
not one yet, this might not work for you. But if you can use it, it can be powerful.

Third starts in media res. I personally hate movies that start this way—showing some action
or the climax then having to go back to fill in the beginning until the story leads up to that
same moment. In fact, when I realize a movie is starting like this, I pay attention to something
else until the real story begins. But that’s just me. I think I would hate a book that did this even
more. Even Gerke calls it a gimmick, but admits sometimes you may need to use it if your
story is not very exciting leading up to that point.

Cont’d on next page
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Beginnings, Cont’d from previous page

Fourth is a framing technique. You have your tale, but it is bookended by another story. Think The
Princess Bride where it starts with the man reading to the child before we jump to the story. Or Titanic,
where Rose is old and telling her story. I recently read Orphan Train by Christina Baker Kline and she
frames the main story with another character/timeline. According to Gerke, this technique is best used to
pull the average reader into a world they may not be familiar with. You have to remember that the reader
may be a bit disappointed that you’re jumping into another story at first, until they get used to the new
characters. But if they stick with it, it’s like getting two stories in one.
How many of these have you used? Which is your favorite structure? Are there any that you dislike? Will
you think about one of these instead of the usual chronological structure the next time you write a story?
One of them just might be the perfect technique for your specific tale.

Dates to Celebrate in June:
10th

Ball Point Pen Day

Sources: https://nationaldaycalendar.com/;
https://buildbookbuzzz.com/2022-literary-calendar

June is Audiobook Appreciation Month
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Staying Motivated With the Buddy System
By Lydia Holley

Writing is usually a solitary passion. But if you are lacking in motivation, try using the buddy system.
There are several ways to do this and hopefully you will find at least one which works for you.
The first way is critique groups. That is why these groups are so popular with writers. You learn from other’s
writings and your own mistakes. If you look at the criticism as constructive and use it to improve your skills,
it can be very motivating. Meeting on a regular basis also keeps you working. It’s embarrassing to show up
without having something to submit. But if you find yourself in that situation, show up anyway. Talking
about others’ writings will motivate you to work on your own.
Don’t have a critique group? Even if you are brand new, no one will take you into their group, or you haven’t
found one that works with your schedule, you can still have a writing buddy. This can be as simple as
checking in with another writer—if not for critiques, for accountability. Email or text each other weekly the
number of words you’ve written over the past seven days. Make sure it doesn’t become a competition but
a motivation to write something over the course of a week. You may even want to get together with your
writing buddy every so often to talk writing. If you’re very motivated, you could use that time to share
writing tips you’ve learned or craft books you’ve enjoyed. Is time a constraint? Email. You can carry on
conversations, share links, and keep accountability all within a few minutes.
This is why ETWG meetings are so wonderful. You hear a speaker, learn more, and connect with other
writers. It’s the perfect place to find a writing buddy.

Besides writers, you can have others be your buddy. This could even be a spouse, child, parent, or friend. I
always read my first draft (while I’m writing my story) to my daughter before I pass it on to a critique group.
Why? Because it motivates me to keep going. I know she’s waiting to hear the next chapter, so I want to

(Cont’d on next page)
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(Buddy System, Cont’d from previous page)

write it without too much delay. And because she has such an encouraging personality, I thrive on her
“That’s fabulous, Mom” comments. Now, I know the first draft isn’t fabulous, and it will need lots more
work, editing, and revision, but while I’m getting the story down, it’s motivating to me to hear words of
encouragement.
Which brings me to another technique: several buddies. One to motivate you to finish the first draft, others
to keep you accountable, possibly others still to help improve your craft.
Expand your bubble. Add a buddy. Your writing will thank you for it.

Quote of The Month:
“If the book is true, it will find an audience that is meant to read it.”
~ Wally Lamb

This year is slipping by. What have you
accomplished so far?
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MY GARDEN
By Patricia J. La Vigne

My garden is a refuge from the world of cacophony—
A retreat where I can once again
enter within my soul and draw strength
To define once more who I am.
Honeysuckles’ sweet perfume
permeating the approaching eventide;
Myriad calls of robins, cardinals, mockingbirds, and bobwhite
Chirping, tweeting, whistling, twittering—
The evening breeze whishing through the tulip trees,
lifting the robin’s wings to greater heights.
Spirited grace of butterfly wings flitting and fluttering,
Alighting with somber softness
on the filigreed pattern of Queen Anne’s Lace.
To realize the Power of God
while observing a tiny inchworm gain new ground—
Knowing that the God Who creates and sustains all Life
Shares His Mystery with me.
Nature’s Symphony—quietly enveloping Evening’s Call—
The final musical salute of the cicada floating across the way—
While twilight succumbs to pinpoints of starlight—
Stillness bringing Peace.

.
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TNC Newsletter and ETWG Information

2022 ETWG Officers
Founder—“K” Sellers
President—Lisa Holcomb
Vice President—Woody Edmiston
Secretary—Patricia La Vigne
Treasurer—Janice Conlee & Marilyn Grounds

TNC Submission Guidelines and
Deadlines

Historian—Aaron Plan
TNC Editor—Lydia Holley
Publicity—Lynn Pinkerton

All submitted data must be received by the 30th of
the month prior to the month in which art/ad/etc.
will appear.

Website—Nikki Brown & Lisa Holcomb

Length —up to 500 words (ask if more)

Technical—-Mike Wigington

Format—single space, no indent

Conference Committee Head—April Coker

Fonts—12 pt. Times New Roman

Membership—Johnathan Vega

Photos—jpeg with caption instructions
Send to:
LydiaHolley@aol.com

East Texas Writers’ Guild
P.O. Box 10074
Tyler, TX 75711
E-mail:
etwgmembers@hotmail.com
Website:
www.etwritersguild.org

